
TIPS FOR HISTORY RESEARCH PAPERS

Five things that I learned during college that will help you write an effective research paper that will help you graduate
with honors maybe.

At this point in the process, it is helpful to write down all of your ideas without stopping to judge or analyze
each one in depth. By the end of the outline you should have covered all the main points you posed in your
thesis statement. However, it is best to steer clear of that. Follow the same sequence for the third artwork,
building, artist, architect, etc. Check with your professor about the suitability of the thesis to the assignment.
The first thing you want to do is give yourself enough time to work. Sometimes professors distribute prompts
with several sub-questions surrounding the main question they want you to write about. Use this information
to guide you as you start your research and develop a thesis. Your paper needs to have a title that does not just
announce the topic of the paper, but gives some indication of your argument. If you can, buy several different
colors. Wikipedia changes daily and while it is a great source for information it is not a reliable source for a
history project, but it is not useless. For instance, you can understand why social welfare programs are
important to society looking back at the Great Depression. Systematically go over each resonant point in your
argument. Underneath the intro, have your first main heading. One can also understand why certain rules exist
in the world today. For more information about annotating sources, visit our section on annotated
bibliographies. Your paper will only be as good as the outline you write for it. Reiterate the thesis. An
additional bite you feel is appropriate. However, to make your discussions deeper and more insightful, you
will need to gather extra information from various materials which include; Historical books Magazines Past
historical research papers on various topics Read a lot of magazines and newspapers to get up to speed with
current events. It was my first college paper and I could not wait until my psychology teacher saw how good
of a writer I was. Sure you may work well under pressure, but if you have not done any research, then how
does working under pressure mean anything? This is the question you propose to answer in the paper. Empty
brain, empty writing. You must both follow the proper citation style in your footnotes and bibliography, and
document always but only when such documentation is required. Writing a history paper is your opportunity
to do the real work of historians, to roll up your sleeves and dig deep into the past. Don't pad your paper with
excessive quotes. Comparison: Dedicate one paragraph to discussing what is the same about the artworks, the
building, the architects, the artists, the critics, the patrons, etc. Inappropriate citation is considered plagiarism.
Search the internet with the words, names, titles you learn. Each library has it's own system for reference
materials, and, chances are, they'll have separate technologies to help you along. After you have finished, read
over what you have created. Remember that the staff of the History Writing Center is here to assist you at any
stage of the writing process. Does my thesis represent a position that can be opposed? History papers are
driven by arguments. Follow this method all the way to your last, concluding statement. Look through our list
of art history topics for ideas. So I gave every paper I wrote to Sarah and told her to be as hard as possible and
she was and my grade reflected her critiques. Hearing your paper will help you catch grammatical errors and
awkward sentences. I would always begin my paper the first day I received my assignment. Do a little
preliminary research in the library to make sure there's enough available material on your topic. Some
professors will want to see the proposed thesis statement before you start your research. Does it offer a
counterpoint that you can then refute, based on your research? As you do more research, reread your sources,
and write your paper, you will learn more about the topic and your argument. If you have trouble getting
started or are feeling overwhelmed, try free writing.


